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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we report on the implementation of SECSI, an expert system for database design written in Prolog. Starting from an application description given with either a subset of the natural language, or a formal language, or a graphical interface, the system generates a specific semantic network portraying the application. Then, using a set of design rules, it completes and simplifies the semantic network up to reach flat normalized relations. All the design is interactively done with the end-user. The system is evolutive in the sense that it also offers an interactive interface which allows the database design expert to modify or add design rules.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, relational technology is widely spread. Many users are designing their databases with the relational model. However, using the relational model as a conceptual design tool is somewhat controversial [KENT79]. Indeed, the relational concepts of domain, attribute, relation, referential constraint, functional and multivalued dependencies are neither simple to use nor sufficient to capture the semantics of the user's applications. To enhance the semantics, integrity constraints may be used, but their expression is not always easy nor natural for the end-user.

To capture the semantics of the real world with more preciseness and naturalness, many researchers have proposed several so-called semantic data models, such as SHM [SMIT77], SHM+ [BROD81], RM/T [CIDD79], SDM [HAMMO81], TAXIS [MYLOG81], LAURA [DNO90], MORG [BOUZ83a]. Objects are generally assembled together using some kind of constructs borrowed from semantic networks used in Artificial Intelligence. Except some differences in the formalization and the way of expressing certain constraints, these models offer similar concepts of object, classification, aggregation, association, and generalization.

Using semantic data models is far from being sufficient to make the design process easy for large applications. Indeed the design process is an iterative, long and tedious task. It is characterized by a certain indetermination in the way of choosing data structures and constraints. Several different schemas may describe the same reality. The design process is also characterized by an intuitive and empirical methodology. Consequently, the quality of the schema obtained is heavily dependent on the database administrator's experience and insight in the database design.

Even if a methodology produces a "good" conceptual schema, it is not trivial at all to translate it into a physical database schema. The conceptual to physical schema mapping is dependent from both the user application (e.g. the transactions) and the database system (relational, network). Consequently, an accurate and efficient internal schema is difficult to produce from a good conceptual schema without automatic tools and human interactions.
Several design tools have already been proposed: ICERI83, DAVI83, WASS62, COBB84, TAHN84, DAE8541 for database design. Some of them are attractive and original, but most of them suffer from the following shortcomings:

1. They are not completely integrated; in other words, they do not constitute a complete system but a set of sparse programs which rarely interface each other.
2. They are not evolutive; some change in the design rules often implies reprogramming the whole tool.

At the beginning of 1982, starting from this analysis of the database design state of the art, we proposed a new approach based on expert systems techniques [BOUZ83a]. This approach is supported by an original tool called SECSI (an acronym for Système Expert en Conception de Systèmes d'Informations) which has been implemented in PROLOG, on top of SABRE, a relational database management system. The system is strongly based on a semantic data model [BOUZ83a], the relational technology and certain artificial intelligence techniques as expert systems.

An expert system is an intelligent program which is devoted to a specific domain of application and where there exists enough knowledge to infer one or several solutions, but where there does not exist any precise or performant algorithm which performs the same results. This approach is characterized by an original architecture which distinguishes between:
- a knowledge base which contains concepts, facts, rules and skills,
- an inference engine which is a set of management techniques of the knowledge base,
- and a friendly external interface by which the end-user interacts with the system.

The power of an expert system is characterized by the content of its knowledge base and its capabilities to work as efficiently as possible like a human expert [LAUR81, HAYE83].

SECSI is intended to have the same characteristics of the expert systems, but it is not designed to replace the human expert. Its knowledge base is organized as modules of rules; a set of modules compose an abstract level of knowledge; going down the levels offers gradual refinement of knowledge. Thus the knowledge base is specified in such a way that it is easy to integrate new design rules and to update the existing ones as soon as the knowledge progresses. SECSI is not designed as a black box providing useful services but as an open system which is able to explain and to transfer its expertise to the end-user and to learn new knowledge.

The purpose of this paper is to present the architecture and the implementation of SECSI. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the objectives and the architecture of SECSI. In section 3, we present the various external interfaces of SECSI. The section 4 is devoted to the internal representation of knowledge which is based on a specific semantic network and production rules. They are both represented by Prolog clauses. In section 5, we detail the logical design process which is currently implemented.

2. OBJECTIVES AND ARCHITECTURE OF SECSI

2.1. OBJECTIVES

SECSI has been designed as an integrated intelligent tool for helping the user in the tedious process of database design. The design of SECSI was directed by the following specific objectives:

1. To constitute a knowledge base composed of all useful concepts and algorithms developed in the relational theory and in the semantic data models area. This will be especially helpful for common designer who are not necessarily expert in database design theory. This knowledge base may also include some experimental and specific rules related to the user's experience in database design and to a specific domain of application (banking, reservation, medicine...).
2. To define an interactive methodological environment which permits to perform as far as possible the design steps with incomplete specifications, and which permits to backtrack to any step in order to change some specifications or to integrate new information.
3. To identify for each design step the general or specific principles of reasoning, and to provide as detailed explanations as possible about these principles, the models, and the rules on which they are based.
4. To build an open system of tools which enables in one hand to integrate
new theoretical concepts and design rules, and in the other hand to transfer its expertise both via its usual use and via explanations and justifications of its results.
(5) To facilitate interaction with the human designer by offering him a semantically rich and easy to use interface.

This tool is qualified as an expert system in the sens that:
- it offers an evolutive knowledge base,
- it accepts incomplete specifications,
- it justifies and explains its results,
- it permits to backtrack to any design step in order to change specifications or to ask for explanations.

Of course, all these objectives are far from being thoroughly reached with the current implementation. However, the architecture of SECSI allows us to pursue them.

2.2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The general architecture of SECSI is portrayed in figure 1. Like most expert systems [LAUR82,HAYE84], SECSI is organized around an expert knowledge base composed of a set of design rules (BR) and a set of facts (BF). The set of rules captures the design methodology while the set of facts describes the user’s application. In the current version of SECSI, Prolog acts as the inference engine of the system. Using the set of design rules, this inference engine carries out the deduction process. It first generates a normalized relational schema composed of a set of permanent relations with their keys, a set of virtual relations derived from the former rules by given queries, and a set of integrity constraints. The integrity constraints include domains, referential and inclusion constraints. It should be extended to more general constraints in the near future.

A SECSI session is organized in steps. Whenever a step is activated, the system may ask for complementary information and the end-user may ask for explanations. Whenever a schema has been generated by SECSI, the user can disagree with the result. In this case, the session may be restarted at any of the design steps according to the user request. As soon as the schema satisfies the user’s needs, the design process is terminated and the schema is stored in the Sabre meta-base.

The external interfaces address two different experts: the expert in database design (shortly referred here as the expert) and the specialist in the specification of applications (shortly referred here as the end-user). The expert is responsible of the creation and the modification of the base of design rules. The end-user is in charge of the creation and the modification of the base of facts describing the application. In the following, we explain in more details the various interfaces and the corresponding process of SECSI (Figure 2).

**Fig.1: General architecture of SECSI**

**Fig.2: Interfaces and processes of SECSI**

SECSI offers the LEARN function to the expert and the ACCEPT, RUN and HELP functions to the end-user (see figure 2). LEARN enables the expert to
introduce and update the design rules. Such rules are introduced by using either graphical interface or production rules. In the first version they are directly written in Prolog. ACCEPT enables the end-user to introduce, to list and to update the description of an application. Three languages are offered to the end-user by the ACCEPT process:

- a restricted natural language (ACCEPT-NATURAL), a simple declarative language (ACCEPT-SHORT) and a graphical interface (ACCEPT-GRAPHICS). The DESIGN process yields a normalized relational schema from an application description (RUN) and brings out explanations about the produced schema and the applied rules (EXPLAIN). HELP informs and assists the end-user about the model used, the applied design rules and the functioning of the system itself (HELP-DESIGNER). Also, we plan that this module may help students learning database models and database design (HELP-STUDENT) from predefined rules and examples.

2.3. THE LIMITS OF THE SYSTEM

The database design methodology may be seen as three complementary phases:

1. view specification and integration
2. logical schema design
3. physical schema design.

The first version of SECSI which is described in this paper is only concerned by the second phase (i.e., logical design) including some aid in schema specification and consistency verification. The objective of this first version is to learn expert systems and to show through one design phase how they apply to database design. We are specifying a second and a third version for view integration and physical design.

Currently, the system only helps in the design of the data structure and integrity rules, that is the passive components of an information system. It is of no help for the transaction design phase. However, SECSI does not ignore the influence of potential transactions both on the conceptual and the physical structure of the database. Indeed, the physical design process should integrate information about transaction frequencies, volumes and required level of response time for the main transactions.

3. END-USER AND EXPERT INTERFACES

3.1. HOW TO DESCRIBE AN APPLICATION

To specify the data structures of an application, the end-user may choose between three types of interfaces: a simple but formal declarative language, a restricted subset of the natural language and a graphical interface. He may also use two or all of them.

The declarative language is derived both from programming language type declarations and from functional language constructs (see for example DAPLEX [SHIP81]). It is defined by a very simple grammar which is illustrated by the example given figure 3. This grammar permits to declare IS-A relationships: STUDENT : PERSON, n-ary associations between entities: ENROLLED (STUDENT, COURSE), including hierarchies as in the network and in the hierarchical model EMPLOYEE (DEPARTMENT), attributes that characterise entities with their basic types: NAME (PERSON) : TEXT, and some constraints as functional and multivalued dependencies: NAME (DEPARTMENT) -> ADDRESS (DEPARTMENT).

EMPLOYEE : PERSON.
STUDENT : PERSON.
STAFF : EMPLOYEE.
TEACHER : EMPLOYEE.
INSTRUCTOR : TEACHER.
PROFESSOR : TEACHER.
HEAD-OF-SECTION : STAFF.
DIR-OF-LABORAT : STAFF, TEACHER.
RESPONSIBLE (PROFESSOR, COURSE).
GIVEN_BY (CLASS, INSTRUCTOR).
ENROLLED (STUDENT, COURSE).
EMPLOYEE (DEPARTMENT).
CLASS (COURSE).

NAME (DEPARTMENT) -> ADDRESS (DEPARTMENT).
SSN (EMPLOYEE) -> NAME (EMPLOYEE), SALARY (EMPLOYEE).
NAME (CLASS) -> ROOM (COURSE), DAY (COURSE), HOUR (COURSE).

Fig.3: Example of the declarative language description.

The natural language based interface offers a very restricted subset of French which makes the specification readable and easily communicable. In fact, it appeared quickly not feasible to start with very complex specifications in French. One reason is that natural language understanding is very complex and constitutes a vast
The graphical interface may be either a direct implementation of the semantic network we utilize to represent the internal knowledge, or one of the traditional data models such as the Entity Relationship model and the Codd/SQL network data model. An example of a semantic network corresponding to the previous example in figure 3 is given in figure 5. The semantics of the different arcs will be explained in section 4.

3.2. HOW TO SPECIFY DESIGN RULES

As for the end-user, the experts need powerful languages to specify their expertise in database design. We envision to offer the experts two types of interfaces: a declarative language based on if-then statements and a graphical tool for expressing mappings between two types of semantic network.

The declarative language should accept statements of the form:

**IF CONDITION THEN ACTION.**

The condition expresses a relationship between two objects. Possible relationships are:

- AGGREGATION OF / ATTRIBUTE OF,
- CLASS OF / INSTANCE OF,
- GENERALIZATION OF / SPECIALIZATION OF,
- ASSOCIATION OF / PARTNER OF,
- EQUIVALENT TO.

For example, suppose we have to specify as a design rule the inheritance property in the generalization hierarchies; it can be written as the production rule portrayed in figure 6.

**IF X IS A GENERALIZATION OF Xl AND A IS AN ATTRIBUTE OF X AND Xl IS A PARTNER OF R THEN A IS AN ATTRIBUTE OF Xl AND Xl IS A PARTNER OF R.**

The graphical interface is a very convenient tool to express mapping rules between two types of semantic network. As the conceptual modeling is often a question of schema representation and schema mapping, this latter facility is very important. We shall see later that most of the design rules are mapping rules, thus having facilities to visualize these rules will probably increase the friendliness of the system. Generating rules from examples may also be an attractive issue. However, many

---

**Fig. 4:** An example of description in natural language.

**Fig. 5:** An example of the graphical interface.

---

**Fig. 6:** An example of a rule expressed in a declarative form.
rules cannot be expressed by graph transformations; in this case production rules should be used.

Fig.7: An example of rule expressed as a graph transformation.

The two preceding interfaces will be compiled, and processible rules will be generated. In the first version of SECSI which is currently running, these two interfaces are not yet implemented; rules are directly represented as Prolog clauses.

4. INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE

As stated before, we have two types of knowledge: facts and rules. To represent this knowledge, we use a combination of two models: semantic networks to represent facts and production rules to represent application constraints and design rules. The following sub-sections deal with these two kind of models.

4.1. INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF FACTS

To implement the base of facts, we use a specific kind of semantic network because of the privileged position of this tool between database models and natural languages. Our semantic network presented hereafter contains most of the concepts of semantic data models like aggregation, generalization and classification. The main differences with these models are, first, the formalization with a few basic constructs (a, r, c, g); second, the categorization of the different nodes and arcs and the distinction between two types of aggregation (aggregation of attributes called aggregation, and aggregation of entities called association). Moreover, several constraints may be added on each kind of arcs and nodes.

We are now going to present a more formal definition of this semantic data model. Our semantic network is defined as a triple \((NC, AC, IC)\) where \(NC\) stands for the category of nodes, \(AC\) the category of arcs and \(IC\) the category of constraints, such that for each element \(f\) of \(AC\), there exists an application:

\[
\text{if } NC \ X \ NC \quad ------ \rightarrow \quad \text{True, False}
\]

such that \(f(n_i, n_j)\) is true if there exists an arc of class \(f\) between \(n_i\) and \(n_j\), and false otherwise. The elements of \(NC\) can be classified in two ways:

1. Atomic objects (attributes and values) and molecular objects (entities and instances).
2. Classes (attributes or entities) and elements of classes (values or instances).

The elements of these different categories of nodes are connected by the following categories of arcs:

- Aggregation arc denoted \(a(X,Y)\) specifies that \(X\) is a part of \(Y\) or that \(Y\) has the property \(X\). This arc links an atomic object to a molecular object. For example, using the application portrayed figure 5, we can write \(a(\text{NAME,PERSON}), a(\text{ADDRESS,PERSON}).\)

- Association arc denoted \(r(Y,Z)\) specifies that \(Y\) is involved in the association \(Z\). An association connects molecular objects (entities or instances). For example, the binary relationship \(\text{ENROLLED(STUDENT,COURSE)}\) may be written as:

\[
r(\text{STUDENT,ENROLLED}), \quad r(\text{COURSE,ENROLLED}).
\]

- Classification arc denoted \(c(X,Y)\) specifies that \(X\) is an element of the class \(Y\). Classification are not recursive and can only link a value to its attribute class or an instance to its entity-class. For example, we have

\[
c(\text{PARIS,ADDRESS}), \quad c(\langle \text{COMPUT-SC, PARIS} \rangle, \text{DEPARTMENT})
\]

where \(\langle \text{COMPUT-SC, PARIS} \rangle\) is a tuple representing an instance of \text{DEPARTMENT}.

- Generalisation arc denoted \(g(Y,Z)\) specifies that \(Y\) is a sub-class of \(Z\). It corresponds to the well-known is-a relationship. It may be used recursively in a hierarchy of objects and has the transitivity property. For example, we have in the given application, \(g(\text{STUDENT,PERSO})\) and \(g(\text{PROF,TEACHER})\).

- Equivalence arc denoted \(e(Z1,Z2)\) specifies that two nodes are equivalent. This arc is especially useful when it is
important to see the same object in different ways. For example, \( e(STUDENT,PUPIL), e(STUDENT,SPORTSMAN) \) specify that STUDENT, SPORTSMAN and PUPIL are equivalent classes if we assume that all students practice one sport. More generally, \( e(X,Y) \) is equivalent to the two following assertions \( g(X,Y) \) and \( g(Y,X) \).

The previous arcs can be interpreted in the reverse direction respectively as particularization (p), partnership (o), instantiation (i), specialization (s) and equivalence (e) arcs.

Some constraints have to be added to these arcs and nodes to enhance the semantics of the preceding network. Most of them may be expressed by additional nodes and/or arcs, or by appropriate expressions of predicates. We list hereafter some types of these constraints:

- **Domain constraint:** Each attribute has a domain which is extensionally defined by enumerating its values, or intensionally defined as a basic data type (integer, real, or text). Moreover, data type values can be constrained by any predicate.

- **Intersection constraint:** There is an intersection between two classes \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) when it exists a third class \( X_3 \) such that the predicates \( g(X_3,X_1) \) and \( g(X_3,X_2) \) hold. For example, with the university application, the two classes STUDENT and INSTRUCTOR intersect because \( g(STUD-INTR,STUDENT) \) and \( g(STUD-INTR,INSTRUCTOR) \).

- **Union constraint:** expressed with respect to a generalization hierarchy. It specifies whether the union of all specialization classes is equal or not to the root class of the hierarchy. Let \( X_1,..X_n \) be the subclasses of \( X \) and let \( I_1, I_2 \) be respectively the elements of \( X \) and \( X_i \), then if \( \bigcup I_i = 1 \), \( X \) is called a completely specialized class, otherwise \( X \) is called a partially specialized class.

- **Cardinality constraint:** This constraint is associated with \( r \) arcs and \( a/p \) arcs (keep in mind that \( p \) is the reverse of \( a \)). Cardinalities are represented by a pair of values \((m,n)\) which specifies on the one hand whether the relationship is total \((m>0)\) or partial \((m=0)\), and on the other hand whether the relationship is functional \((n=1)\) or not \((n>1)\).

For example, if \( r(STUDENT,ENROLLED) \) has the cardinality \((1,4)\), this means that a student has at least one enrollment and at most 4 enrollments. If \( p(TEACHER,TEL) \) has the cardinality \((0,2)\) then it means that a teacher may have zero, one or two telephone numbers. In general, the relevant values are 0 or 1 for \( m \) and 1 or \( N \) for \( n \) (with \( N>1 \)).

- **Functional dependency constraint:** We consider here functional dependencies between attributes of the universal relation schema composed of all the attributes of a semantic network. As in our semantic network we do not assume the uniqueness of attribute names, we qualify each attribute by the name of its entity. For example, a possible functional dependency is: \( NAME(DEPARTMENT) \rightarrow ADDRESS(DEPARTMENT) \).

### 4.2. Internal Representation of Rules

Three important classes of design rules have been distinguished.

The first class includes consistency enforcement rules and structural transformation rules which act upon the semantic network. Consistency enforcement rules enable the system to verify and to maintain the consistency of the conceptual model described with the semantic network. Structural transformation rules enable the system to transform the semantic network in a normalized and/or optimized relational schema.

The second class of rules collects general knowledge. First, this category includes the definition of the types of arcs and nodes of the semantic network and the general properties of these types. Second, it also contains the definition of relational concepts (i.e. relation, attribute, domain functional dependency) and properties (i.e. Armstrong's inference rules and normal forms). Finally, as we manipulate sets and lists of objects, general knowledge about set theory and lists are also included in this second class.

The third class of rules is composed of a hierarchy of meta-rules which control the sequence of design steps and select the rules to apply at each step and the facts over which these rules operate.

All these classes of rules are encoded in Prolog. Figure 8 portrays the
From an external description of an application, a sound conceptual schema is stored as a semantic network with associated constraints. Then, a fourth normal form relational schema with associated integrity constraints is produced. The global process is divided in steps which are more precisely described below.

This process is performed in a combination of a forward and a backward chaining. The general principle is to successively transform a given specification, trying all the rules until no rule is applicable. This is the definition of the forward chaining. But at each design step, we may use a backward chaining to enforce a consistency constraint for example, or to verify that a given information is not redundant (i.e. not derivable from another information). This is especially the case of functional dependencies.

5. THE STEPS OF THE METHODOLOGY

The first step is called the verification step. It performs the validation of the application description in order to generate a sound and consistent conceptual schema. In addition to the syntactic controls, this step checks and solves the problem of homonymous and synonymous informations. It also detects generalization cycles. The system tries to evacuate the possible inconsistencies with the end-user’s help.

The second step is called the relational step. It performs the interactive acquisition of constraints and the choice of first normal form relations. Constraints such as intersection and union of classes, cardinalities of relationships (aggregation and association) and functional dependencies between attributes are acquired. Normal form relations are constructed by suppressing generalization hierarchies and separating multivalued attributes.

The last step is called the normalisation step. Normalization is carried out using both the functional dependencies between attributes given in the initial specification, and the cardinalities of associations which allow the system to infer some functional and multi-valued dependencies. The normalization process is composed of two phases: partial
normalization using local functional dependencies (between attributes of the same entity), and total normalization using global functional dependencies (between attributes of different entities).

The result of the logical design process is a set of 4NF relations with their keys (both unique and multiple keys), a set of virtual relations with their deriving relational queries, and a set of constraints including domain constraints and inclusion constraints (in particular, referential integrity constraints). The methodology is characterized by a sequence of steps which alternatively require algorithmic tasks (e.g. verification and normalization) and human decisions (e.g. acquisition of constraints and choice of entities and relationships). The following paragraphs describe in more detail how steps two and three are implemented to produce a normalized relational schema.

5.2 PRODUCTION OF A NORMALIZED RELATIONAL SCHEMA

Starting with a sound semantic network, the production of a normalized relational schema is performed during the relational and the normalization steps, as stated above. Each step is composed of three actions. The relational step encompasses the following actions:

R1) The suppression of the generalization hierarchies.
R2) The acquisition of aggregation constraints (cardinalities) and the separation of multivalued attributes to obtain 1NF relations.
R3) The acquisition of functional dependencies between attributes of each 1NF relation.

The normalization step includes the following actions:

N1) A partial normalization process using a simplified synthesizing algorithm [BEER79].
N2) The acquisition of association constraints (cardinalities) and the suppression of the association arcs.
N3) A complete normalization process using the decomposition algorithm [FAGI77, ZANIBI].

In the first version of SECSI, these six actions are processed in the given order. However, the order of the first three actions may be changed. The chosen order has the advantage of getting cardinalities and functional dependencies more precisely. Indeed, a functional dependency which is valid for the TEACHER attributes is not necessarily valid for the PERSON attributes. For example, we may have NAME(TEACHER) --> ADDRESS(TEACHER) and not NAME(PERSON) --> ADDRESS(PERSON). It is the same problem for cardinalities which may hold at the specialization levels and not at the generalization levels. But changing the action order could improve performances because attributes are not duplicated by inheritance properties and the dialogue of the constraints acquisition would be shorter. In the second version of SECSI, we implement some meta-rules to decide whether it is interesting to begin by step R1, R2 or R3. These meta-rules are essentially based on the number of attributes and specialization entities. The next sub-sections detail each of the preceding actions.

5.2.1 The suppression of generalization hierarchies

The problem is to choose between different nodes of a generalization hierarchy which node(s) must be kept as possible relation(s) and which one must be replaced either by new attributes, or virtual relations, or integrity constraints. The general principle is to keep the "more semantically referenced" nodes (i.e. the nodes which are surrounded by the greatest number of arcs). The main criteria used are the...
number of specialization nodes, the number of specific attributes of each node, the intersection and the union constraints, and the depth of the hierarchy. For example:

IF X HAS MORE THAN 3 SPECIALIZATION ENTITIES AND THESE SPECIALIZATIONS HAVE NO SPECIFIC ATTRIBUTES AND THESE SPECIALIZATIONS DO NOT PARTICIPATE TO ANY ASSOCIATION AND THERE IS NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN THESE SPECIALIZATIONS AND THE UNION OF SPECIALIZATION CLASSES IS EQUAL TO THE GENERALIZATION CLASS THEN ADD A NEW ATTRIBUTE NAMED "ROLE" TO THE AGGREGATION OF X WHICH DOMAIN IS THE SEQUENCE OF NAMES OF THE SPECIALIZATION ENTITIES, DELETE THE SPECIALIZATION ENTITIES OF X.

This rule is illustrated in figure 10b.

5.2.2. The acquisition of aggregation cardinalities

First, certain cardinalities are given by the end-user in his specification or acquired by a question-answering dialogue such as the following one:

SECSI > COULD ANY TEACHER HAVE SEVERAL ADDRESSES?
USER < YES.
SECSI > COULD ANY TEACHER HAVE SEVERAL PHONE NUMBERS?
USER < YES.
SECSI > IS THE PHONE-NUMBER DEPENDANT ON THE ADDRESS?
USER < NO.
SECSI > AND INVERSELY?
USER < YES.
SECSI > FOR EACH ADDRESS IS THERE ONE OR SEVERAL TEACHERS?
USER < ONE.

Some other cardinality constraints may be inferred from the functional dependencies. For example, if the functional dependency:

NAME (NFFARTMENT) -> ADDRESS (NFFARTMENT)

is given in the description and if the department has only one name, then SECSI infers that the department has only one address.

At the end of this dialogue, the system has transformed the base of facts (i.e. the semantic network) and provides the first normal form relations by applying transformation rules as those illustrated in figure 11.

The previous dialogue is very important because it prevents some multivalued dependencies to occur. In a certain sense, it prepares the schema for being in 4NF. But it may appear as a surprising approach to "normalize in 4NF" during the first normal form process. Indeed, if we interpret the multivalued dependencies as an independency of two sequences of attributes (or as two merged but different objects), this phenomenon is detected and solved during the previous dialogue and non-trivial multivalued dependencies does not hold further. However, we shall see later that this approach is not sufficient to detect all the possible multivalued dependencies.

Fig.11: Examples of structural transformation of aggregation

5.2.3. The acquisition of functional dependencies

Functional dependencies can be acquired from four different sources: (1) the user’s description of the application explicitly specifies certain functional dependencies, (2) the cardinalities of the aggregation arcs enable the system to infer functional dependencies. For example, if an EMPLOYEE has only one SSN and only one ADDRESS, and for each SSN there is one EMPLOYEE, then SECSI infers the functional dependency SSN -> ADDRESS. This is a direct application of the transitive inference rule of functional dependencies if we assume that EMPLOYEE plays a role of an attribute: if EMPLOYEE -> ADDRESS then SSN -> ADDRESS. (3) a dialogue with the end-user is also possible. As for cardinalities, SECSI asks questions of the form:

SECSI > DOES THE NAME OF EMPLOYEE DETERMINE HIS SALARY?
USER < NO.
SECSI > DO NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYEE DETERMINE HIS SALARY?

During this dialogue, the system is
directed by Armstrong's inference rules which enable SECSI to derive new functional dependencies from those given by the user. The system asks questions only for those functional dependencies it could not derive. However, even in this case, the dialogue phase may somewhat appear as very tedious and tiring for the user. Thus instead of searching for possible functional dependencies, we try first to search for impossible dependencies. This is done with the help of some examples of tuples given by the end-user. For example, SECSI asks the following questions:

SECSI > PLEASE, WOULD YOU GIVE ME SOME EXAMPLES OF TUPLES OF THE RELATION TEACHER(SSN,NAME,ADDRESS,TEL), Number of TUPLES AT MOST? 
USER < 1234 DURAND PARTS 2224775
< 1234 DURAND MARSEILLE 662532
< 2500 DURAND GRENOBLE 865412
< 3000 PERRIER PARTS 2140780
< 3000 PERRIER LYON 426830

From these tuples of the TEACHER relation, SECSI infers that the following functional dependencies do not hold: NAME --> ADDRESS, ADDRESS --> TEL, (SSN,NAME) --> ADDRESS. Thus the number of possible candidate dependencies is reduced. However, from this extension of the relation TEACHER, SECSI can say nothing about SSN --> NAME, TEL --> ADDRESS,... Another way to avoid the combinatorial explosion in functional dependencies acquisition is to reduce the number of attributes in the left hand side of functional dependencies. Indeed, it does not practically appear as an important constraint to limit this number to four or five attributes. Figure 12 synthesizes the functional dependency acquisition principle.

5.2.4. Partial normalization process

This process is considered as partial because it concerns only the attributes and functional dependencies of a unique entity and it does not handle functional dependencies between attributes of different entities which are not already acquired. This process is also called partial as it is only applied for entities which do not appear as targets of association arcs (r).

This normalization process is based on the second version of the synthesizing algorithm of [BEER79]. During the previous dialogue phase, whenever a functional dependency holds, SECSI applies the membership algorithm which consists of testing whether a functional dependency is implied or not by those already existing in the base of facts. Then the minimal covering is progressively built and third normal form relations deduced with all their possible keys.

Although the Prolog language is not adapted to this type of algorithms, the efficiency remains acceptable as the number of attributes of an entity is not generally very high.

5.2.5. Acquisition of association cardinalities

Association cardinalities are either given in the initial description of the application or interactively acquired from the end-user with the following dialogue:

SECSI > MAY EACH PROFESSOR BE RESPONSIBLE OF ONLY ONE OR SEVERAL COURSES? 
USER < SEVERAL.
SECSI > MAY EACH COURSE HAVE ONLY ONE OR SEVERAL RESPONSIBLES? 
USER < ONE.
SECSI > DOES ANY COURSE EXIST WITHOUT A RESPONSIBLE? 
USER < NO.

This dialogue determines the (m,n) couples of values from which SECSI infers some functional and multivalued dependencies. For example, the dialogue above produces two couples of cardinalities (0, N) and (1,1) from which SECSI infers functional dependencies:

key (COURSE) --> key (PROFESSOR)

The key variable is later replaced by the corresponding keys found in the normalization process. If the user becomes a little familiar with the system, he may introduce directly his couples of cardinalities to avoid the
5.2.6. Complete normalization process

The suppression of association arcs moves attributes from one entity to another and introduces new functional and multivalued dependencies that make some relations not normalized. Hence, SECSI has to proceed another normalization process based on the decomposition algorithm LAFGI/7, ZANIB1. This process concerns all the entities which are not yet normalized by the partial normalization process (i.e. entities which are the targets of r arcs).

The principle of these algorithms is to eliminate by projection all the functional and multivalued dependencies whose the left hand side is not the key of the relation. The process is finite but the relation schemas obtained depend on the order in which dependencies are considered. As in the partial normalization process, the efficiency remains acceptable as generally, entities have not more than two or three dozens of attributes.

5.3. The final results

When the design process described above is terminated, we obtain the following results:

(1) A set of basic relations in 4NF and the various keys of these relations. Figure 14 shows the normalized relational schema produced from the university example portrayed in the same figure. Notice that in the results some new attributes (e.g. TEACHER.ROLE and STAFF.ROLE) which were not in the initial description. They have been created to replace specialization entities which have been suppressed during the action 5.2.1 of the design. Some other attributes are duplicated in different relations; they replace the association arcs r that have been deleted in the design action 5.2.6. These attributes are prefixed by the first three characters of the name of the entity from where they have been derived (CLA.NUMBER, COU.NAME, STU.NUMBER) or by the association which has caused the attribute migration. Also in the same example, there are some surprising names of relations FREE-GIFT-STAFF, ADDRESS-TEL-TEACHER coming from the normalization process. These will later be renamed with the user's help (for example put LOCATION instead of ADDRESS-TEL-TEACHER). The key(s) of each relation are specified. As for relation names, some attributes composing the keys may be prefixed by entity names.

(2) A set of virtual relations and the definition of the corresponding relational queries which permit to derive them from the database real relations. These virtual relations correspond to some entities given in the initial description and which have disappeared during the design process. However, with respect to the user, these objects (e.g. PERSON, EMPLOYEE) which exist in the real world must exist in the conceptual schema exactly as other objects (STUDENT, COURSE). Notice that all the transformed entities are not necessarily replaced by virtual relations; some of them are replaced by role attributes (e.g. INSTRUCTOR, PROFESSOR). However, sometimes, both
virtual relations and roles are necessary to capture the semantics of the real world (e.g. HEAD_OF_LABO). In the example portrayed figure 14, relational queries are simply represented by relational operators.

### RELATIONS
- ENROLLED (CLN-NAME, COU-NAME, stu-NUMBER, DATE)
- TEACHER (DEP-NAME, SALARY, NAME, SSN, TEA-ROLE)
- STAFF (DEP-NAME, SALARY, NAME, SSN, STA-ROLE)
- STUDENT (NAME, NUMBER)
- COURSE (TEA-SSN, ROOM, DAY, NAME, HOUR)
- CLASS (NUMBER, COU-NAME, TEA-SSN)
- DEPARTMENT (ADDRESS, NAME)
- FREE-GIFT-STAFF (STA-SSN, FREE-GIFT)
- ADDRESS-TEL-TEACHER (TEA-SSN, TEL, ADDRESS)

### CONSTRAINTS
- key(ENROLLED) : CLN-NAME, COU-NAME, stu-NUMBER
- key(TEACHER) : SSN
- key(STAFF) : SSN
- key(STUDENT) : NUMBER
- key(COURSE) : NAME
- key(CLASS) : COU-NAME, NUMBER
- key(DEPARTMENT) : NAME
- key(FREE-GIFT-STAFF) : STA-SSN, FREE-GIFT
- key(ADDRESS-TEL-TEACHER) : TEA-SSN, ADDRESS

### VIRTUAL RELATIONS
- PERSON = UNION (STUDENT(NAME), TEACHER(NAME))
- EMPLOYEE = UNION (STAFF, TEACHER)
- DIR_OF_LABO = REST (JOIN (STAFF, TEACHER)
  / STAFF.ROLE = TEACHER.ROLE)
  / TEACHER.ROLE = "DIR_OF_LABO"

### DOMAIN CONSTRAINTS
- STAFF.ROLE = (DIR_OF_LABO, HEAD_OF_SECTION)
- TEACHER.ROLE = (DIR_OF_LABO, INSTRUCTOR, PROFESSOR)
- COURSE.NAME = (AT, DO, PATH)

### REFERENTIAL AND INCLUSION CONSTRAINTS
- ENROLLED, CLN-NAME = CLASS, NUMBER
- ENROLLED, CLN-NAME = CLASS, NAME
- ENROLLED, CLN-NAME = STAFF, NUMBER
- CLASS, COU-NAME = COURSE, NAME
- TEACHER.DEP-NAME = DEPARTMENT, NAME
- STAFF.DEP-NAME = DEPARTMENT, NAME
- FREE-GIFT-STAFF, STA-SSN = STAFF, SSN
- ADDRESS-TEL-TEACHER, TEA-SSN = TEACHER, SSN

### OTHER SEMANTIC CONSTRAINTS
- COURSE, TEA-SSN = TEACHER, SSN AND TEACHER.ROLE = "PROFESSOR"
- CLASS, TEA-SSN = TEACHER, SSN AND TEACHER.ROLE = "INSTRUCTOR"

**Fig.14:** An example of application run with SECSI.

(3) A set of constraints like domains referential and other general semantic constraints. Domain constraints are relevant for new attributes generated during the design process (especially roles). Referential dependencies are generated to replace the real world associations. They are essential information without which relational joins of tables cannot be done efficiently and the database integrity cannot be maintained. Semantic constraints are all other constraints composed of a conjunction or disjunction of predicates and which capture a given semantics graphically expressed in the semantic network or in the user's application in general. All these constraints are expressed in a specific language described in [SIMDB1], that is the language of the SABRE system.

**6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

We have described the main features of an expert system for database design. This system is written in PROLOG and runs on MULTICS at INRIA. The main originalities of the system are:

1. It does integrate a complete methodology for database design, starting from a naive description of the application and using intensively dialogues with the end-user.
2. It is strongly based on a semantic data model which is implemented as a semantic network in the system.
3. It encompasses most of the simple theory about database design (e.g. normalization, dependency inference rules ...) which is expressed as PROLOG clauses.
4. It is evolutive in the sense that we can add new design rules in the system.
5. It is a too1 integrated in the relational DBMS SABRE in order to facilitate database design and creation.

However, the system is far from being complete. Many points have to be improved including the graphical interface, the expert interface, the design algorithms and the explanation of the decisions... Further steps which are not yet addressed in the current implementation are the view integration and the physical design. New versions integrating these aspects are currently in specification.

The substantial results already achieved with the first version of SECSI lead us to state that expert systems are very suitable to database design. They introduce a new design style in the manner of directing the dialogues, correcting the inconsistencies and justifying the results. They also
introduce new capabilities for database restructuring. Expert systems may also open new possibilities in database teaching.
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